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Abstract— The role of data analytics in transforming data and information to a solid decision in the field of 

agriculture has always been important. In recent times, the principles of data analytics have been widely used 

in different sectors for systematic decision making and people are increasingly aware of the significance of 

the value of data analytics. Hence, we can say that there are hardly any fields that data analytics cannot be 

involved in. In the same way, machine learning is also useful in various sectors like the agriculture sector, 

education sector and various business sectors.  It is vital to note that the main issue lies in converting the data 

from unstructured to structured one even before applying the machine learning algorithms. In case the 

farmers are provided with the support of systematic decision-making options through the use of data 

analytics, it would contribute to the economic profits significantly. Hence, the researchers in this field have 

made an effort to propose a platform of data analytics serving the needs of the stakes in agricultural sector 

keeping in mind the 'intelligent agricultural decision system'. The results of this study would make further 

advancements in the agricultural sector. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Agriculture, while not a doubt is one among the foremost necessary factors within the Indian Economy. More 

than 70% of the population of India is concerned in agriculture. However, within the past few years, agriculture 

in India hasn’t been doing well, attributable to the global agricultural development. There are several reasons for 

this downfall of agriculture in India. Most of the farmers in India are not educated and informed regarding the 

recent advancements in technologies associated with agriculture. This unconsciousness proves to be a 

disadvantage for many farmers. 

For past decades, researchers in the field of the agriculture have studied and proposed different algorithms 

and techniques which would help the farmers to increase their crop yields and earn profits. Machine learning 

algorithms in agricultural applications provide a new perspective to make decisions about weather reports in 

advance, irrigation based on soil moisture content, how to improve crop yield productivity, efficient use of 

pesticides and fertilizers and how to avoid unnecessary expenditures on harvesting. 
These days organizations use Spatial Data mining techniques to extract useful information from spatial data 

sets for successful decision-making purpose. Predictive analytics helps the farmers to make correct decisions in 

farming by collecting internal, external intelligent data and real- time data from field sensors. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

Ravishankar et al (2017) [2] in their paper show-cases the fact that most of the farmers in Agriculture aren’t 

very knowledgeable and unaware of the newest technologies. This is also the reason for the pitfall of agriculture. 

The current agricultural practices are neither cost-effective nor environmentally supportable and the yields of 

many agricultural products in India are critically low. 

Vinila.K.S et al(2016) [3] the chances of using Big Data Analytics in agriculture is elaborately discussed in 

their paper. Mukesh.K and Mayura.N (2017) discusses in his paper how the distribution channel is enhanced by 

way of Big Data Analytics. 

M. Joharan Beevi and C. Vijayakumaran (2016 )[8] have illuminated the same research and have conducted a 

survey that shows the results validating the point on terminologies about Big Data and several frameworks are 

used in various fields. But more specifically it highlights the usage and appropriateness of Hadoop for 

agricultural sector. 
 Mukesh kumar & Prof.Mayura nagar (2017) [4] in this paper they have discussed the problems in precision 

farming decision-making and given a real time analyzer report about weather, soil, current status of market and 

storage capacity and real time demand of market. 

 

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

In this paper, a data analytics platform for intelligent agriculture is proposed. This platform consists of six 

phases such as Data capture phase, Data storage Phase, Data transfer Phase, Data transformation Phase, Data 

analytics Phase, Data marketing Phase. The diagram given below showcases the framework of Data Analytics 

platform for intelligent agriculture. 

 

 

                            Figure 1. Data Analytics Platform for Intelligent Agriculture Framework 

 

A. Data Capture Phase 

Data can be collected from multiple heterogeneous databases. The data source may be internal sources, 

external sources or other intelligent sources. Data can be of different formats, from multiple locations, collected 
using multiple applications. The datasets may be from Internal database, Field Sensor database, Soil moisture 

content database, Local weather database, Wind influence database, Weather forecasting database, Marketing 

database, stakeholder database, and other databases. 

 

B. Data Storage Phase 

Data Storage Phase involves storage of heterogeneous data coming from various heterogeneous sources. This 

data is of different forms and hence needs to be storage according to their type. Most of the data is stored in the 

form of tables. There are various tools available to manipulate and administer such data. Data storage must be 

done carefully and diligently in order to retrieve important information efficiently. At root, the key requirements 
of data storage are that it can handle very large amounts of data and keep scaling to keep up with growth.  
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       Figure 2. Data Storage Phase in Data Analytics 

 

 

C. Data Transfer 

Data transfer refers to the collection, replication, and transmission of large datasets from one organization or 

business unit to another. Data transfer refers to the secure exchange of enormous files between systems or 

organizations. In an indoor context, information transfer is commonly used as another to a holistic enterprise 

application integration system. However, information transfer is most frequently utilized share information 

firmly among business partners, suppliers, or government agencies for cooperative functions.  

 

D. Data Transformation Phase 

Data transformation is the process of converting data from one format or structure into another format or 
structure. Data transformation can include a range of activities: you might convert data types, cleanse data by 

removing nulls or duplicate data, enrich the data, or perform aggregations, depending on the needs of your 

project. When we talk about Data Transfer, we have to talk about ETL. ETL is the abbreviation of Extract, 

Transform and Load. Extract is the method of reading knowledge from a information during this stage, the 

information is collected, usually from multiple and differing types of sources. Transform is the method of 

changing the extracted knowledge from its previous kind into the shape it has to be in. Transformation happens 

by utilization of rules or search tables or by combining knowledge with alternative data. Load is the process of 

writing the data into the target database. 

 

 

                                                                             Figure 3. ETL Flow 

 
 

E. Data Analytics 

Data analytics (DA) is the method of examining data sets so as to draw conclusions regarding the knowledge 

they contain, more and more with the help of specialised systems. Data analytics technologies and techniques 

are widely utilized in industrial industries to alter organizations to create more informed business choices. Data 

Analytics help businesses make significant profits and improve their decision-making abilities. Data analytics 

initiatives will also facilitate businesses increase revenues, improve operational potency, optimize promoting 

campaigns and client service efforts, respond additional quickly to rising market trends and gain a competitive 
edge over rivals, all with the final word goal of boosting business performance. 
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F. Data Marketing  

With the market becoming more complex and customers demanding a personalized experience, data-driven 

marketing is the only way forward. As we head into 2018, marketers are more focused than ever on using data-
driven insights to better understand their customers and boost their overall competitive advantage. Hence, data 

marketing is one of the most important phases in terms of making profits.  

 
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

As indicated earlier, this paper presents a platform of data analytics for intelligent agriculture ensuring 

support for the stakes involved in agricultural sector. Amidst this data-driven and digital movement era, there 

are a few stakes who are unaware about the ICT in their respective fields, such one among them are 

agriculturists. Using this system, a farmer can share/access the innovative techniques used by him/other farmers 
to improve the yield, can get the details about irrigation based on moisture control and temperature, crop 

maintaining information, pesticide details for his farm. Through this framework a farmer can get latest updates 

like weather forecast details, agriculture market for their goods. In addition, ma-chine learning techniques 

offering high precision farming decisions at farmer’s mobile phone. 
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